INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
Use black ink or black ball-point pen. Do not use pencil or gel pen. Do not use correction fluid.
Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the spaces at the top of this page.
Answer ALL the questions on the examination paper.
Write your answers in the spaces provided in this booklet. If you run out of space, use the additional page(s) at the back of this booklet, taking care to number the question(s) correctly.

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
The number of marks is given in brackets at the end of each question.
Question 5 will assess your ability to construct a balanced, reasoned and well-substantiated extended response.
In addition, your answer to question 5 will assess your ability to spell, punctuate and use grammar accurately and use a wide range of specialist language as appropriate.
Answer all questions.

QUESTION 1

This question is about the early outbreaks of protest.

Study the sources below and then answer the question which follows.

Source A

[An illustration of a protest in support of political reform, 1831]

Source B

FRAME-BREAKING

£200 Reward

On Thursday night a great number of men armed with pistols, hammers and clubs entered the workshop of Mr George Ball, a framework-weaver. They hid their faces with masks and violently attacked Mr Ball and destroyed all the machinery in the workshop.

[A notice offering a reward for any information leading to the arrest of Luddites]
What can be learnt from Sources A and B about the main forms of early protest? [4]
QUESTION 2

This question is about rural protest.

Study the source below and then answer the question which follows.

Source C

I wish to warn you that it will be difficult for Bullin and Company to complete the job of repairing the gate at Llanfihangel. The property of anyone associated with Bullin shall be set alight if they do not obey this warning. Becca and her children shall call upon them soon.

[Part of a warning letter sent by Rebecca to the villagers of St Clears in Carmarthenshire, December 1842]

To what extent does this source accurately explain the activities of the Rebecca Rioters? [6]

[In your answer you should refer to the strengths and limitations of the source and use your own knowledge and understanding of the historical context.]
QUESTION 3

This question is about the growth of Chartism.

Why were events at Llanidloes and Newport in 1839 significant to the development of Chartism? [12]
QUESTION 4

This question is about government reaction.

Explain the connections between any THREE of the following: [12]

- Agent Provocateurs
- The Peterloo Massacre
- The Cato Street Conspiracy
- The Six Acts

Your three choices:

- ................................................................................................................................................................
- ................................................................................................................................................................
- ...............................................................................................................................................................
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QUESTION 5

This question is about industrial protest in Wales.

Read the interpretation below and then answer the question which follows.

People in Merthyr were controlled by their industrial masters, and were often in debt because of the truck system. The inhabitants of Merthyr lived in a state of permanent fear; fear of losing one's job, home, and security.


How far do you agree with this interpretation of the causes of the Merthyr Rising? [16]

*In your answer you should refer to how and why interpretations of this issue differ. Use your own knowledge and understanding of the wider historical debate over this issue to reach a well-supported judgement.*

Marks for spelling, punctuation and the accurate use of grammar and specialist language are allocated to this question. [3]
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